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A sign of wisdom and maturity is when you come to terms with the realisation that your decisions cause 
your rewards and consequences. You are responsible for your life, and your ultimate success depends 
on the choices you make. - Denis Waitley, author and coach. 
The year started with the new age mantra of sustainable personal and organisational growth: “Accept 
responsibility for your actions, Be Accountable for your results and Take Ownership of your mistakes.” 
Children believe in the idea of reward, recognition and reprimand. This guileless way of viewing the 
world is a perfect opportunity for the school to instil valuable life lessons to enable the growing minds 
to take responsibility of their actions and think as global citizens. With this wonderful thought Delhi 
Public School Hyderabad began the academic year 2019-20 with a noble mission. 
 

Assembly 
 

Initium Novum 
- Reported by Shavika Kapoor (XIIB) 

On 11th March 2019, the students of class 12th organized an assembly - ‘Initium Novum’, to mark the 
beginning of the new academic session for the year 2019-2020. The assembly aimed to spur on the 
Dipsites to reach new heights, and strive to achieve the goals they set for themselves. 
The programme began with the hoisting of the school flag, which was unfurled by the Principal, Mrs. 
Geetha Vishwanathan, accompanied by members of the prefectorial board. Next was the rendition of a 
pious prayer, followed by a heartfelt tribute to those who were martyred in the infamous Pulwama 
Attacks. The students then updated the audience about the happenings around the world by presenting 
the news. Following this, a short play was enacted to show that positive thinking always triumphs over 
the negative thoughts one might experience in any situation. A thought-provoking speech rendered by 
TanishGoel, Head Boy, shed light on the importance of new beginnings in our lives, and encouraged the 
students to overcome any difficulty they might face along the journey.  
Principal, Mrs. Geetha Viswanathan addressed the audience and introduced the motto for the new 
academic year- ‘Take Ownership’, and motivated the students to make the institution proud through 
their actions. This was followed by an introduction to the Headmistresses and Coordinators of the 
different grades, who urged the students to introspect and become the best version of themselves. A 
number of students were also awarded for their achievements in the academic arena and were lauded 
for their excellent performance in various competitions and examinations. 
The day’s proceedings concluded with the Vote of Thanks, which was rendered by  AanandiBasu . 
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Award Ceremony 
 

Grade II 

“There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparation, hard work, and learning from failure.” 
– Colin Powell 
 
The Merit Award is an achievement award presented to deserving students and it reveals their skills and 
motivates them to achieve more in their academic life.  “Magnum Opus” - The merit award ceremony of 
grade II for batch 2018-19 was held on 2nd April’19.  

The program began with a cheerful and alert welcome address by Ms. Beulah who welcomed the 
distinguished gathering academicians and the student. The guests for the day were our beloved Ms. 
Sruthi and Ms. Rama Ananth who graced the occasion with their presence. Our little nightingales 
regaled the audience with their sweet-sounding choir followed by news which was then followed by 
award distribution. The recipients were highly excited and thrilled as they received their awards 
according to their merits in various fields.  The fellow Dipsites were delighted and cheerful as they 
clapped when winner’s names were announced.  

The Thought for the day concluded the event after which Ms. Ruchi coordinator of class I and II took the 
stage to address the audience. She congratulated all the award winners and advised all the students to 
work harder in life to get sure success. She also encouraged the students to inculcate the habit of 
reading and ended the assembly on a beautiful note i.e. “GOOD READERS ARE GOOD LEADERS”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Grade III and IV 
 

In order to cope with the rapidity with which knowledge itself is changing, today’s student must seek to 
achieve academic excellence. Academic excellence is more than just getting good grades. It is the 
maximum development of the intellectual capacities and empowering the knowledge holistically. 
It is heartening to see that the students of Delhi Public School, Hyderabad still emphasize the 
importance of excelling in school even while they pursue other interests whole-heartedly. 
On 2nd April 2019, the students of class III and IV gathered for an award ceremony to congratulate all 
the children who were recognized for their excellence in academics and other virtues such as, being 
meticulous, responsible, accountable and disciplined. 
The certificates were being awarded to the students by the wing in charges. The students felt honored 
to receive their rewards.  
The recognition given to these students fosters positive school culture where students feel valued.  It 
helps to build students' self-esteem, confidence and motivate them to continue learning.   
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Grade V and VI 

The Proficiency Award Ceremony for the academic year 2018-19, for students of class V to VI was held 
at Delhi Public School, Hyderabad on 1st April, 2019. The event was presided over by the Head-Mistress, 
Mrs. Rama Ananth. 

The celebrations on this fine morning began with a melodious rendition by the choir which set the tone 
for the event. In all ninety-nine students of class IV, eighty-nine students of class V and ninety-nine 
students of class VI were awarded certificates of merit for academic proficiency displayed during the 
academic year 2018-19. Awards for Best All-Rounder, Voracious Reader, Best Orator, Smartly Dressed 
Boy, Smartly Dressed Girl, Best Disciplined and Well-Mannered Child, Best in General Awareness, 
Golden Heart Award and Full attendance were also given away at the event. 

Having awarded the outstanding performers, the Head-Mistress addressed the students and dwelled on 
the importance of regular hard work to excel academically. The programme ended with every student 
being motivated to do their best the coming academic year too.This was followed by a photo session for 
the proud recipients of the awards.  
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Grade VIII and IX 

“There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparation, hard work and learning from failure.” 
Colin  Powell 

An Award ceremony as a part of the larger felicitation ceremony, Magnus Opus, was held at Delhi Public 
School, Hyderabad on 3rd April 2019 for grades VIII and IX, in the distinguished presence of 
Headmistresses Mrs SandhyaPrathap, Mrs Pallavi  Dasani, and Mrs Rama Ananth, Co-ordinators and 
staff .This function is organised at the end of each academic year to honour and appreciate those 
students who have traversed the path of hard work and have emerged triumphant in their endeavours. 
It was an endeavour to acknowledge and award students for their continuing saga of glorious 
achievements in the examinations for academic year 2018-19. DPS always provided its students with a 
healthy and fairly competitive environment to help them grow in every sphere of life.  

The programme kick started with the beautiful rendition of ‘Ganesh Vandana’ by the melodious school 
choir. This was followed by the giving away of the awards. Students were honoured with merit 
certificates and books in appreciation of their diligence and dedication, amidst much applause from the 
audience consisting of all grade VII and IX students. 

Apart from the Merit certificates students who excelled in other fields - Best All-rounder, Best 
disciplined child, Voracious reader, Best Orator, Best in General awareness , Smartly dressed boy and 
girl and student with a Golden heart were also felicitated.  

Finally, certificates of participation were given to those students who participated in Korean Essay 
Writing Competition. It had been conducted by Korean Embassy to foster the friendly relationship 
between Korea and India. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grade X and XII 

“So many people along the way, whatever it is you aspire to do, will tell you it can’t be done. But all it 
takes is imagination. You dream. You plan. You reach. There will be obstacles. There will be doubters. 
There will be mistakes. But with hard work, with belief, with confidence and trust in yourself and those 
around you, there are no limits.” - Michael Phelps 
 
Grade X and XII celebrated its Annual Awards Day with great fervour, vibrancy and joy. The event 
commenced with a welcoming speech followed by melodious choir who recited prayer 
‘AchutamKeshavam’. The enthralled awardees of grade X were awarded with certificates and prizes for 
scholastic and co-scholastic domains by MsSandhyaPrathap(Head Mistress), Ms Rama Anant  (Head 
mistress) and Ms Jaya Banerjee (Co-ordinator) while those of Grade XII were felicitated by 
MsRajyalakshmi, (Coordinator Class XI and XII) and Ms. Shilpi Dubey (Class Rep). 
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Students recognized that this pursuit of excellence is not confined to academic achievement only but 
encompasses the whole range of areas that make for holistic education. Held on 4th of April 2019, the 
Awards Day celebrated the achievement of the students who achieved excellence in the year 2018-
2019.The ceremony didn’t just celebrate the achievements of the meritorious students, but also 
inspired everyone to harbour self-discipline, determination and perseverance. There is no alternative to 
hard work, and only a consistent effort will lead to the realization of one’s dreams!  

The proud smiles of the awardees reflected the enthusiasm with which they waited for this event 
throughout the session. The achievers were congratulated and encouraged to do better and better each 
year.  
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Inter- House Competitions 
 

Grade III 

DPS, Hyderabad observed e-waste week during the month of March, wherein children are encouraged 
to make use of e-waste creatively. Students of class III participated in an Origami contest held on 29th 
March, 2019. 

 They used paper from old newspapers, magazines and waste printouts were used to make beautiful 
objects. Most of the children made simple boats, dogs, flowers, tulips etc. but the extraordinary ones 
were real master pieces like a gift-box, a dining table set with chairs, fidget spinner, Frisbee and a flower 
pot with tulips. Tiny fingers worked meticulously to make a proper crease for every fold.  

It was a sight to see the children working hard simultaneously taking care to bring out a perfect object. 
Enthusiasm coupled with excitement was clearly visible in their actions. This contest paved a creative 
path for making use of time creatively in the forthcoming summer holidays. 

The six best entries were selected from each section and were handed over to the judges. The work was 
judged by Mr. KuntalDey and Ms. Ruchi Gulati. Judges were extremely happy to see the work of the 
small hands and appreciated the skill and the perfection in their work. 

List of Winners: 

S.No Name Of The Student Section House Position 

1 SrotoswiniMondal 

A 

Sapphire First 

2 Diya Thummala Sapphire Second 

3 SatvikaGali Ruby Third 

4 Pranjal Jain Topaz Third 

5 RiddhiPaharia Ruby Consolation 

6 ShaiviKarn 

B 

Ruby First 

7 Y G Aaradhya Reddy Sapphire Second 

8 Syed Ayman Ali Ruby Third 

9 R Sai Harsha Ruby Consolation 

10 AnaghAshutoshPani 

C 

Ruby First 

11 ShubhiNirala Topaz Second 

12 YashitaKameswariKolluru Emerald Third 

13 Shreshta R Topaz Third 

14 Aashi Kumar Ruby Third 

15 Misthi Nigam Emerald Consolation 

16 HimanshuNamadevNalawade 
D 

Topaz First 

17 Aarini Sharma Rub y Second 
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18 ChaitraKilli Emerald Second 

19 NaivedyaGarg Sapphire Third 

20 Shashank R Topaz Consolation 

21 Shreya Sarkar 

E 

Ruby First 

22 Aditi Mishra Ruby Second 

23 Arya Dugar Sapphire Third 

24 Syed RayhanBilgrami Topaz Third 

25 InayaSadeen Arshad Shaikh Sapphire Consolation 

26 MamidiChaitra Reddy 

F 

Topaz First 

27 YerrapragadaRishita Ruby Second 

28 R Sai Kaushik Reddy Topaz Third 

29 TejasSahoo Ruby Consolation 

30 Karthikeya Bharadwaj V 

G 

Sapphire First 

31 Manal Arora Topaz Second 

32 AadyaJaiswal Emerald Second 

33 SaaraNirajKalamkar Topaz Third 

34 K R Arjun Reddy Emerald Consolation 

35 Swaraj Rana 

H 

Emerald First 

36 Soumya Gupta Topaz Second 

37 Mihika Singh Ruby Third 

38 ReyanshNarula Ruby Consolation 

 

Grade IV 

Making the best out of waste has been a part of human life since the early ages. This habit of getting the 
best out of waste should be instilled in children, not only to teach them about recycling but also to 
encourage their creativity. 

Electronic waste or e-waste, is a term for electronic products that have become unwanted, non-working 
or obsolete. Almost anything electronic in nature can be recycled properly with effort.  

The best way to introduce how to make the best out of unwanted electronic stuff is to engage children 
in crafts with those items. 

The students of grade IV enthusiastically participated in the Best out of waste inter house competition 
held on 29th March, 2019.  

All the children got an opportunity to participate and showcase their creativity. They came up with 
many innovative ideas of reusing electronic waste.  
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The six best entries were selected from each section and were handed over to the judges which were 
later displayed for students. The work was judged by Ms. LaxmiSamal and Ms.Debjani Chatterjee. 
Judges appreciated the skill and imaginative creations by the students. 

List of Winners 

S.No Name Of The Student Section House Position 

1 AanyaDey 

A 

Emerald First 

2 AneekBedi Sapphire Second 

3 Abhineet Nandi Ruby Third 

4 Aarav Gupta Topaz Consolation 

5 KojagoriDey 

B 

Ruby First 

6 VedeshMunjampally Sapphire Second 

7 ThanyaSathyan Ruby Third 

8 Ananya S Krishna Emerald Consolation 

9 Advika Varma 

C 

Ruby First 

10 R V S NarenKarthik Topaz Second 

11 AdhishriSawankar Emerald Third 

12 Anika Reddy Emerald Third 

13 NishankRanjan Topaz Consolation 

14 ArepalliSaathvik Reddy 

D 

Emerald First 

15 BarakamSaiDhruv Reddy Sapphire Second 

16 AletiMeghana Reddy Topaz Third 

17 JastiSriharsha Sapphire Consolation 

18 Arunav Sharma 

E 

Ruby First 

19 NishithaYarramreddy Ruby Second 

20 Navika Sharma Topaz Third 

21 Kritika Tandon Emerald Consolation 

22 KeyaSiddharamShingshetty 

F 

Topaz First 

23 Adrija Bhattacharya Ruby Second 

24 SamanviThiriveedhi Emerald Third 

25 Aditya Sharma Topaz Consolation 

26 Aishani De G Ruby First 
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27 ChakravadhanulaPranavi Emerald Second 

28 Jay Boyinapalli Topaz Third 

29 B.Arav Reddy Emerald Consolation 

30 Vihaan Nilgiri 

H 

Topaz First 

31 Nishith Pradhan Ruby Second 

32 SrujanUnnava Ruby Third 

33 AkshitaSahoo Emerald Consolation 
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Grade V 

“Use it up, wear it out, make it do or do without.” 

We live in a digital era where electronic items have become our lifeline. The explosive growth in 
electronics industry, has given rise to rapidly escalating issue of e-waste (parts of old mobiles, 
computers, TVs and other electronic products) management. Electronic waste or e-waste is toxic in 
nature and pollutes the drinking water and ecosystem around the world. The safe recycling of 
electronics has gained an increased attention of environmentalists and Government alike. 
To promote recycling and increase awareness about e-waste among our students Delhi Public School, 
Hyderabad has planned various competitions in the month of March for different classes with e-waste 
management as their theme. An innovative inter-house competition - “Jewellery Making” with e-waste 
was conducted for Grade V students on 25th March, 2019.  
 
Students used old CDs, keyboard keys, USB cables, wires, processors, copper wires, transistors, LEDs to 
design beautiful pieces of jewellery like - Necklace, earrings, rings, bracelets etc. Each item portrayed 
our student’s unique creativity and imagination. Judges had a difficult time in assessing their work and 
had to go through each item again and again to select the winners. First, second and third positions 
were awarded to winners’ section-wise. Few students were also given consolation prize to acknowledge 
their effort.  
 
List of Winners 
 

S. No. Class/ Sec Position Student’s Name House 

1 5A I AishaniRoychoudhury Emerald 

2 5A II KanishkaChowdaryChappidi Ruby 

3 5A III GangalaDhanurkeshYadav Emerald 

4 5B I HasiniBandaru Ruby 

5 5B II Nihaal Reddy Guda Sapphire 

6 5B II AishaniMajumdar Sapphire 

7 5B III DakshitaSanwaria Topaz 

8 5C I SumedhReyanshGopisetti Ruby 

9 5C I PranamyaNibhanipudi Sapphire 

10 5C II NarainKarthik Emerald 

11 5C III DarahasSaiPolamaraseti Sapphire 

12 5C III PrajuktaManik Topaz 

13 5D I Suhani Varma G D Emerald 

14 5D II JonnalageddaShravya Emerald 

15 5D III GorantlaSai Ganesh Sanyu Ruby 

16 5E I AvasaralaSriviswaMukund Sapphire 

17 5E II SohamTumuluri Emerald 
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18 5E III B Nethan Chris Reddy Ruby 

19 5F I SolasaAneesh Emerald 

20 5F II NavyaPunia Ruby 

21 5F III RachitBhartia Sapphire 

22 5F Cons. Yuvika Agarwal Topaz 

23 5G I Ridhima Mehta Topaz 

24 5G II HasithaKasu Topaz 

25 5G III Naman Arora Ruby 

26 5G Cons. Arjun Yedduladoddi Reddy Ruby 

27 5H I MakkiToshithYadav Emerald 

28 5H I A Aditya Sapphire 

29 5H II K LepakshiSrihansika Ruby 

30 5H III Rohan Reddy Mamidi Emerald 

31 5H Cons. ArushBairagi Emerald 

 
 

Grade VI 

“The greatest threat to our planet is the belief that someone else will save it.” 

- Robert Swan 

Electronic items have become an essential part of our fast-paced life and the technology related to 
them is advancing at a very fast pace. The problem that arises from this situation is that that electronic 
items become outdated in a very short time thus giving rise to a huge amount of electronic waste or e-
waste as it is popularly called. E-waste if not handled properly find its way to landfills which results in 
toxic chemical release thus polluting drinking water and ecosystem as well. Nature enthusiasts around 
the world are trying to increase awareness about e-waste management to tackle this ticking time bomb. 

 
Delhi Public School, Hyderabad as always endeavours to make its students conscious and aware of 

their role in keeping our environment safe and healthy. A number of activities were planned in the 
month of March with e-waste as the theme. An inter-house competition – “Flower Arrangement”was 
conducted for students of Grade VI on March 25th, 2019. Students were instructed to use e-waste (old 
CDs, parts of electronic items, or paper) to design flowers and a vase to arrange these flowers. 

 
The vivid display of children’s imagination and creativity left everyone mesmerized. Students used 

CDs, wires, keyboard keys, bulbs, even circuit boards to create unique displays. Beautiful flowers were 
created from recycled papers, LED lights, CDs and wires. Eye catching baskets and vases made from e-
waste held these beautiful flowers. Judges were left speechless and had to scrutinize each item in detail 
to select the winners. The first, second and third positions were given to winners from each section. 
Few students were also given consolation prize to acknowledge their hard work. 
List of Winners 
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S.No. Class/ Sec Position Student’s Name House 

1 6A I AkhileshTotla Emerald 

2 6A II SimritaKwatra Emerald 

3 6A III JishnaviMovva Emerald 

 

4 6B I Prisha Gupta Emerald 

5 6B II M Akshita Topaz 

6 6B III H Maanavi Emerald 

 

7 6C I Daksh Agarwal Sapphire 

8 6C II AnanyaWahi Ruby 

9 6C II EeshaMedikonda Ruby 

10 6C III AhaanNagpal Ruby 

 

11 6D I Tanmay Naidu Madala Topaz 

12 6D II KoriviVenkataNiranth Reddy Topaz 

13 6D III Aditya Vardhan Reddy Dommala Topaz 

14 6D Cons. MacherlaVennela Topaz 

 

15 6E I Vanya Mall Topaz 

16 6E II ParishiNagori Emerald 

17 6E III SaranyaMadugula Ruby 

 

18 6F I Aditya Sarkar Ruby 

29 6F II AnshManglik Sapphire 

20 6F III Ananya Dash Sapphire 

21 6F Cons. Advita Krishna Ruby 

 

22 6G I Aarush Ghosh Emerald 

23 6G II Rishik Sri Krishna VarmaPinnamaraju Emerald 

24 6G III Siddhartha Shukla Sapphire 
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25 6H I Amit HarshaNethi Emerald 

26 6H II AnweshaSahoo Sapphire 

27 6H III L G NipunChowdary Ruby 

28 6H III AtlaSujay Reddy Emerald 
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Grade VII 

“Waste isn’t waste until we waste it.” 

The Inter house File making competition for class VII was held on 25.03.2018. The theme for the 
event was – ‘Use of e-waste’. It was an individual activity and each student was encouraged to 
take part.  

Students took up the challenge enthusiastically and made wonderful use of waste material 
including e-waste. Electronic waste, i.e. CD, chips, old memory cards etc. were used to decorate 
the file. Children used these so effectively that the Judges had a difficult time judging the creative 
works.  

Selection was done based on Effective use of waste material, usefulness, aesthetics, innovation 
and use of e-waste.  

List of Winners 

Sl.no Class&Section Name of the student Position House 
1. 

VII A 

A Shiva Singhal 1st Sapphire 

2. ParthivSunkara 2nd Topaz 

3. A. Neeraj Reddy 3rd Sapphire 

4. 

VII B 

PurvaiGarg 1st Ruby 

5. Aahana Gupta 2nd Emerald 

6. SreemedhaChinta 3rd Ruby 

7. 

VII C 

RiddhimaMehrotra 1st Sapphire 

8. P. Pallavi 2nd Topaz 

9. Shriya Banerjee 3rd Emerald 

10. 

VII D 

TrishanuMazumdar 1st Emerald 

11. Aashi Singh 2nd Sapphire 

12. AshimaSahoo 3rd Sapphire 

13. 

VII E 

Inas Fatima 1st Ruby 

14. Sivaiahgari Sri Avani 2nd Sapphire 

15. PosamChetana Rao 3rd Ruby 

16. 

VII F 

KaashyapNethi 1st Emerald 

17. VaniaSuri 2nd Sapphire 

18. HariniKothawal 3rd Topaz 

19. 

VII G 

AarushhiMitra 1st Sapphire 

20. Navya Jain 2nd Ruby 

2. Shivam Prasad 3rd Emerald 

22. 

VII H 

ChallaSaiSiddharth 1st Ruby 

23. SaiAnushaSarva 2nd Ruby 

24. MihikaDangwal 3rd Ruby 
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Grade VIII 

The need to draw is said to be hardwired into human brain. In fact it is argued that creating graphic 
images predates verbal language. Doodling has practical and powerful applications. Mathematicians and 
scientists use doodling to explain complex theories and equations. Across the globe, people from all 
walks of life are doodling to help them communicate – to give visual representation and meaning to 
their ideas. It can also be a way for children to burn physical energy while listening. Doodling provides 
an alternative route to learning, sharing and exploring ideas. 

An inter house competition-Doodle on e-waste was held on 28th March, 2019 for students of class 8. It’s 
an individual activity, every student participated enthusiastically. The students used E- WASTE like key 
boards, mother boards, speakers, wires and outdated phones for doodling. The students gave vent to 
their imagination and aesthetic exploration by creating magic on e-waste (material). They showcased 
their creativity by transforming old and unused materials into elegant and decorative items. Five best 
art pieces were selected from each section by class teachers. Later they were displayed in dining hall for 
the final judgment. Students were judged on the criteria of concept of design, transformation of 
material, aesthetics and presentation. Three winners from each section will be selected. Results are yet 
to be announced. 

The judges were Alumni students of DPS. Divisha Sharma, a NIFT graduate in fashion designing and 
HamsaSandiliya, graduated from NIFT Textile designing. She is working as an interior designer at Orion 
Studio.  

The competition was a huge success as every student across grade 8 participated in showcasing 
their talent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SNO CLASS/SEC STUDENT’S NAME HOUSE 
1 

VIII A 

SreeSaiDeekshaAytha Topaz 
2 Nihar Reddy Gali Ruby 
3 KonjetiDhrithi Sapphire 
4 Shreya Khattar Emerald 
5 Manu Yendru Emerald 
6 

VIII B 

Sri KhyatiBolisetty Sapphire 
7 Saniya Shahzama Topaz 
8 Manas Gupta Ruby 
9 AsmithaSirivella Ruby 

10 J. Tanvi Reddy Topaz 
11 

VIII C 

ShauryaArvind Ruby 
12 M. Anagha Topaz 
13 SasiPriyanka Emerald 
14 Manusmita Mishra Sapphire 
15 P. Sreeja Emerald 
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16 

VIII D 

Joshua AbhijeetBandela Ruby 
17 AdvaitGavaravarapu Topaz 
18 Alekhya K. Ruby 
19 ArunimaBurra Sapphire 
20 IshaThandalay Ruby 
21 

VIII E 

Shashwath R. Emerald 
22 Vani Gupta Topaz 
23 NamepallyChaarvi Sapphire 
24 RuthvikPamidimarthi Topaz 
25 Arushi Ruby 
26 

VIII F 

JoshitaChennu Sapphire 
27 A. SaiShashank Reddy Ruby 
28 SaiPoornaRishika K. Emerald 
29 Kshitij Banerjee Sapphire 
30 NiyaAngeleneGandham Emerald 

31 

VIII G 

B. Rasagnya Reddy Sapphire 
32 Dhriti Agarwal Ruby 
33 Bhoomi Bansal Emerald 
34 ShubhiSaxena Topaz 
35 Srishant Reddy Mamidi Sapphire 
36 

VIII H 

Annanya Reddy Sapphire 
37 Hansika Reddy Ruby 
38 Adya Rao Ruby 
39 Chetna G. Emerald 
40 Krishna Priya Sapphire 
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Grade IX 

“Creative people do not see things for what they are, they see them for what they can be.” 

With the objective of making students learn how to make creative usage of e-waste, an Inter House 
Contest - “T-Shirt Painting” for class IX was held on 28th March2019. 

 
The theme of the competition was e-waste and students painted T-Shirts on the same in groups (house 
-wise).Each section had four teams. Beautiful pictures on recycling of e-waste were drawn and painted 
by the contestants. All types of colours including acrylic, water colours and spray paints were used. 
The competition was judged by our school Alumni Ms. Hamsa Shandilya and Ms. Divisha Sharma. The 
criteria of judgement was concept of design, treatment of medium, aesthetics, and neatness. They were 
really appreciative of the efforts taken by the students. Three groups were given prizes from each 
section. Students enjoyed taking part in the competition as it was evident from their work. 
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List of Winners 

SNO CLASS/SEC POSITION STUDENT’S NAME HOUSE 

1 

IX A 

I 

AmbatiKrishikaSagar 

RUBY 

2 Asmita Reddy Vangala 

3 B.Kaviyaa 

4 Darpan Jain 

5 DhanushaPondvri 

6 Gottipati Mahesh Babu 

7 Jayanti Sharma 

8 Siddhika Sharma 

9 

II 

Anish Paleti 

SAPPHIRE 

10 GowniHitaasri 

11 K. SaiSrinivasi 

12 Manvi Agarwal 

13 Pranjal Panda 

14 SreevarshaVytla 

15 Subhash Sri SaiAmith Reddy 

16 

III 

Aditya Agarwal 

EMERALD 

17 Aditya Vishaal Reddy 

18 Adrija Gupta 

19 AkulaSaiSanjana 

20 Alafia Ahmed 

21 ChintaSrihita 

22 Mugilradhan T. 

23 NirupamMalyala 

24 

IX B I 

AnsruthaKalakonda 

RUBY 

25 BhagavatulaSreeKarthikeya 

26 BonamNikitha Rani 

27 LakshKedia 

28 PendyalaSohanChiranjeevi 

29 SaraansshMehra 
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30 Sri Santosh Aditya Poosarla 

31 SrijaKarn 

32 Sure Akshita 

33 

II 

Aditya Kumar 

SAPPHIRE 

34 D.Tanisha Chawla 

35 JayanyNunna 

36 LaddipirlaYashwanthika 

37 PinnamaneniVarshitaRajasri 

38 Sahiti E. 

39 SheelRanjan 

 40 SriramaPrabhavRachakonda 

41 Tarun Kumar Naik 

42 

III 

Arjun Pant 

TOPAZ 

43 NarahariSreeja 

44 BandiVenugopal Reddy 

45 PragyanMisra 

46 R. Sahithi Reddy 

47 Raj Inder Singh Gulati 

48 SyedaAhmedi 

49 VippaDhanush Reddy 

50 

IX C I 

JaliShreemayi 

EMERALD 

51 Krish Sanjay Singhvi 

52 Kushal Agarwal 

53 Mitta Purvika Reddy 

54 SanjeetiRazdan 

55 

 

 

Sai Pradeep Nekkanti 

 
56 Trinath Reddy Bollampally 

57 Vihaan Mishra 

58 VunnamKeerthana 

59 

II 

AmulyaPelluru 

RUBY 60 AryanthThoganti 

61 Ch.SaiKhyati 
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62 GajjalaPujitha 

63 Karri ShravSai Reddy 

64 Merryl K. Biju 

65 Piyush Gupta 

66 PrithviMajji 

67 SriramSaiVallabhaneni 

68 

III 

Anaya Vikrama Singh 

TOPAZ 

69 K. Ashrit Reddy 

70 KartikPalcharla 

71 NishitaVenkata Sri Lakshmi Palivela 

72 Pratham Vijay Wargi 

73 Reddy Ram Reddy 

74 Rithvik Reddy Chitla 

75 VakulabharanamManasa 

76 

IX D I 

AkinepalliBhavna Rao 

SAPPHIRE 

77 AlkodBalajiKarthikeya 

78 Arnav PravinKawadkar 

79 ManognaPulusu 

80 Raj PriyathamVeesa 

81 TanushVarshney 

82 ViranshNangalla 

84 

IX D II 

HariniJandhyala 

TOPAZ 
85 K. GaayattriPraharsheta 

86 Mikhil Om Sivakumar 

87 NookalaDisha Reddy 

 

88 

  

P. SaiSreeTanvi Reddy 

 

89 PillaSudhansh 

90 PrashansaGour 

91 Shavrya Kapoor 

92 ShrutiOruganti 

93 T. SaiHarisha 
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94 

III 

AnoushkaChigullapalli 

EMERALD 

95 Boyapati Akhil 

96 ChintanaManas 

97 Chirra Veda Sree 

98 Devika Manoj 

99 GauranshKotwal 

100 GunnaNitya Reddy 

101 HarshvArdhanKalra 

102 Vuppala Surya 

103 

III 

B. Rahul 

RUBY 

104 KodaliRamya Sri 

105 KondakallaDeekshita Reddy 

106 MahalakshmiPonnusundar 

107 N. Jnana Karthikeya 

108 Poorva C. Parikh 

109 RevanthPamidi 

110 SahitiGummadavelli 

111 SaiAmruthaPolu 

112 Sanyam Gupta 

113 

IX E I 

AnusreeBoyapally 

SAPPHIRE 

114 J. JayanshAdithya 

115 KondaSaiDeeksha Reddy 

116 Nakul Gupta 

117 Nikhil Om Sivakumar 

118 Rama HaaratiAllamraju 

 

119 

 

 

SaiDhruvShashankKothapalli 

 120 SaiSamyuthaTalluri 

121 Vaibhav Krishna Validas 

122 

II 

AkhilKoganti 

EMERALD 123 Akshath W. 

124 Ipsita Praveen 
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125 KathiSaiSree 

126 MalupallyAkshath Reddy 

127 MettupallyDharanesh 

128 PedaballeSashreek Reddy 

129 

 

 
SiyaRath 

 
130 VaniChokkathTheyandath 

131 

III 

B.Keertana Reddy 

TOPAZ 

132 BoinapallyNeha Rao 

133 DishaThummala 

134 Maria Fatima 

135 Mohammed Ayaan Taimur 

136 MonishUnnava 

137 Pranav Bommakanti 

138 Priyadarshini 

139 RitikaMusthyala 

140 

9 F 
I 

AmruthaWudali 

EMERALD 

141 DharaniDasari 

142 HariniKuchibhotla 

143 Md. UsaydAjaz 

144 MrinankBahuguna 

145 NadimatlaSaiSejal 

146 PushpPatwari 

147 SeepanaRishita 

148 ShravyaVenkat 

149 ThadisinaShailaPuthri 

150 II Aarush Pramit TOPAZ 

 

151 

  

AkaankkshaMandava 

 

152 AnoushkaDevineni 

153 EndurthyEesha Reddy 

154 GaddamKrithika Reddy 

155 Kambhapati Pranav 
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156 Mohita Sinha 

157 SuruchiLakhotia 

158 

III 

Adarsh V. Lakshman 

RUBY 

159 A.VenkataSaiAnirudh 

160 Chimay Ashok Mangalore 

161 P. Mahalakshmi 

162 Korani 

163 Reshma 

164 PriyushaVallabhaneni 

165 Sanshray Suresh 

166 VedantModi 

167 Manya 

168 

9 G I 

AmrithaMandava 

RUBY 

169 AvireddyAnirudh Reddy 

170 Dhruv Ashish Patil 

171 JibraanRandeep Arora 

172 Mohd. SarfaraazHussainAmaan 

173 PeekaSubhash 

174 PunyaKalra 

175 

 II 

S. VinaySree 
 

176 SrutiGoteti 

177 AarushiDey 

EMERALD 

178 Ansh Jindal 

179 KalidinniVinya 

180 NagireddySaibaba 

181 P. Jahnavi 

 

182 

 
 

RishabhGilada 

 
183 SrijaSriramdas 

184 TriyaPoondra 

185 VakatiTharuni 

186 III BachinaHarshith TOPAZ 
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187 Buddole Jessica 

188 Ishani Singh 

189 KolanSadhwik Reddy 

190 Nashwa Syed 

191 SaraswatulaSamhitha 

192 VelagalaSai Manish 

193 

9 H 

I 

Aditya Sinha 

EMERALD 

194 Ayush Sarkar 

195 BhavyaramVuppaladadhiam 

196 GundaAnagha 

197 Kanteti Sri Lakshmi Keerthi 

198 Saivya Singh 

199 SrinijaKhammammettu 

200 Swayam Ashok Pattanaik 

201 TeppetlaMohanaSreshta 

202 

II 

AditiChagla 

SAPPHIRE 

203 AnanyaKhandwekar 

204 DivitTeckchandani 

205 Eshaan Sharma 

206 PasumarthiGiriSaiPrabhas 

207 PranathiNibhanipudi 

208 PrishaAmbekar 

209 Sridhar Yarlagadda 

210 ValayPhadnis 

211 

III 

ArvapalliVenkata Ram Sai 

RUBY 212 C. Manmayee 

213 GogireddySiddhiksha Reddy 

 

214 

  

MahanthSidharthBandla 

 

215 NiraliNiyati Das 

216 SarangCheler 

217 Shashank Bharat 

218 ShreshthaGoyal 

219 Vedansh Gupta 
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Grade X 

“A Designer is a planner with aesthetic sense.” 

An Inter- house “Be a Designer” competition was organized by Delhi Public School, Hyderabad for the 
students of Grade X on 28th March,2019. As the school is observing “E- Waste Week”, the theme for the 
competition was “E- Waste”. The competition was conducted house wise. The class was divided into 
four teams of different houses and one leader was appointed to showcase the effort made by his group.  

The competition was judged by Mr. Anand, Art Faculty at DPS, Hyderabad and Ms. NehalGoel, who did 
her Masters  in Jewelry Designing from University of Manchester. The criteria for judgement included 
innovation, neatness and utility of the product.  

Children were asked to prepare anything with the waste material they had and were given one-hour 
time to assemble their products.  

The students were very excited for the competition. They came out with some fabulous and mind-
blowing ideas. Inventive and innovative models and art works were prepared by the young minds. Even 
the teachers and judges were enthralled to see how artistically the students turned waste into useful 
and decorative artforms. This competition not only enhanced the imagination of the students but also 
made them realize that recycling and reusing waste products can be useful and beautiful.  
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Grade XII 

Inter-House competition for the students of class 12 was conducted on 27th March 2019 to showcase 
the musical genius and creativity of the students. One team from each house composed and performed 
a song on a topic of their choice. Though there had been just one winner, but the performance of all the 
groups was commendable with each song possessing a deep and meaningful message.  
 
The First performance of the Day was by Sapphire House. Their performance on "Phir se uddchalla" 
truly encapsulated the essence of the mistakes we make in the journey in life, and our effort to move 
ahead and learn from those mistakes. This performance had a perfect blend of the lyrical worlds of both 
English and Hindi. This was followed by the performance by the Emerald House; a breath-taking 
performance on "One step at a time", which reflected upon the conscious decisions that we must take 
in life and its far-reaching consequences. This performance also included a special rap bit, which won 
the hearts of both, the judges and the audience.  
 
The Ruby House performed next with its strong message of the consequences of meaningless war 
leading to hatred and violence. The last Performance was by Topaz House, on the theme of 
"Procrastination". which the audience could relate to. The Performance included a largely English based 
lyrical scheme. It also included a bit of Hindi Rap.        
      
The students enjoyed this extra-curricular activity that helped to mould their in-built musical talent. 
Every effort was made to outshine each other. It was fascinating to witness all the participants who kept 
the audience enthralled. 
The competition was judged by Ms. Sangeetha and Ms. Parvathy who were impressed by their 
creativity, imagination and innovation. The results, declared by the judges, saw Emerald house as the 
winner of the competition, and Ruby house in the runners-up position. 
This Competition really stirred the musical creativity that the students possessed and was a stress 
buster from their hectic schedules. It was, overall, an enchanting experience and a positive way to begin 
one’s day. 

Reported by: Gauri Tiwari – XII A 
MadhavanKesavan – XII D 

List of Winners 
 

Sl.No Name Class/Section House 

1 TANISH GOEL XII A Emerald 

2 AANANDI BASU XII A Emerald 

3 AMAN DWIVEDI XII A Emerald 

4 AARON ABRAHAM XII A Emerald 

5 RAMYASREE NETI XII B Emerald 

6 SRI SATYA LAKSHMI SAHITI SATTI XII A Emerald 

7 ANKITHA KASHYAP XII B Emerald 
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Runner’s Up List 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sl.No Name Class/Section House 
1 SINDHU RAJE SURYAH MUTYALA XII B Ruby 

2 K. SRAVANTHI XII C Ruby 

3 KARTHEEK VEGESANA XII D Ruby 

4 RAHUL MILIND XII B Ruby 

5 MEHULI DAS XII D Ruby 

6 ANUSHREE MUNDHADA XII C Ruby 

7 SHREYA CHALLAWAR XII C Ruby 

8 NAVYA KORUPOLU XII A Ruby 
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Workshops, Seminars and Training Camps 
 

SMTE -2018 Academic camp 2019(Science and Mathematics) 

The HRD centre of the Delhi Public School Society organised the academic camp in Science and 
Mathematics from 20th May to 25th May for the top 121 students of the Science and Mathematics talent 
Examination (SMTE) -2018. The six-day camp was organised at the Delhi Public School Mathura Road 
campus. Selected students gifted with Mathematical and Scientific abilities from various Delhi Public 
Schools across the country and abroad participated in the camp. The program was designed to groom 
students aspiring for the National Talent Search examination (NTSE), Pre RMO (Regional mathematics 
Olympiad), Indian National Mathematical Olympiad and there after the International Mathematical 
Olympiad and various science Olympiads being conducted at the Regional, National and International 
level. The highly experienced resource experts including eminent Mathematicians Mr V. Seshan and Mr 
Vikash Tiwari amongst senior science faculty from core Delhi Public Schools were invited to impart their 
knowledge and nurture the talents of these students for the purpose. These experts shared their 
expertise and focussed on the problem-solving techniques and latest trends in various Olympiad 
competitions. 

A total of 110 students and 36 teachers from 38 Delhi Public Schools attended the academic camp. They 
enjoyed the classes and felt highly benefitted from the camp. Apart from the routine classes, a visit to 
the national science centre, a Brain Behaviour Research study on the top 7 rankers, a Talent Hunt Quiz , 
a session on Cyber Security along with some more enrichment sessions were also arranged for the 
practical enhancement of the students in the respective fields of science and mathematics . 
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Integrated to Enhance workshop 2019-20 (Susthiti - Well being) 

As has been the initiative since last 4 years, Delhi Public School organised its indigenous teacher 
training program at the end of the academic year 2018-19 to recharge, refresh and rekindle the love 
for learning. This year the theme for the workshop was Susthiti -Well Being.  

It has been a widely popular philosophy to bring awareness towards the importance of a healthy 
lifestyle in students. The education system ensures that students, from a young age, are instilled with 
the idea of taking in proper balanced diet and leading an active life. But the health and well-being of a 
teacher is equally important to bring about an effective learning environment. The teachers’ wellness 
gets reflected in the students’ wellness. Teachers are role models for the students. Leading a healthy 
lifestyle through a perfect work-life balance, bubbling with energy and making the right health 
promoting choices have a direct impact on the students. Not only are healthy teachers more 
productive but are also more positive. A happy employee is crucial for a happy and progressive school. 
Keeping these in mind Delhi Public School organised a 2-day workshop at the Hyderabad campus on 
the 16th and the 17th of April.From Stress Management to Cyber Security, from classroom culture to 
sessions with the dietician and gynaecologist the workshop had it all. Teachers from all three sister 
branches attended the workshop and went back enriched and empowered, ready to take on the next 
year. 
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Design and Facilitation Workshop 

Azim Premji University conducted a workshop from 22nd April, 2019 to 27th April, 2019 for facilitators to 
equip them with new designing tools and facilitation modules. This workshop was conducted at Delhi 
Public School, Hyderabad. It was a heterogeneous group of 35 trainees of various experience and skill 
levels working in different fields. Trainers in organisations like Kaivalya Foundation, ELMS Sports 
Foundation, counsellors from various schools, NGOs like Youngistan Foundation and many start up 
entrepreneurs and teachers of DPS Hyderabad attended the workshop. 

The program aimed at identifying the role of memory and cognition in learning, applying the core 
principles of andragogy in learning situation, understanding of types of knowledge and its impact on 
teaching learning methodologies, applying instructional design principle to address performance gaps 
and using tools like the Dick and Carrey model to develop a training module. 

The 6-day intensive program provided a platform for not only effective learning of practical and 
significant tools but also its applications in real-time situations. The participants benefitted from the rich 
pool of experience that each one provided and felt a deep sense of gratification from the program.                           
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Times NIE Summer Internship 2019-20 
Reported by NidhiKolachana X 

 
The Times of India NIE organized a Summer Training Programme at the Times House, Banjara Hills from 
15th to 19th April, 2019. Students of Classes VIII to X from various schools in the city attended the 
workshop which focused on different aspects of journalism. The topics included photojournalism, 
interviewing for news stories and writing news reports. 

In an interactive session, Mr. Sushil Rao, a reporter working for the Times of India, emphasized on the 
interviewing techniques that reporters use and some personal ethics that journalists must always keep 
in mind. Mr. Rao also spoke about how social media can be an effective tool in the hands of reporters. 
Another session was conducted by Mr. U Sudhakar Reddy, a senior assistant editor, also working for the 
Times of India. The students understood the values of news and learnt how to write constructive news 
reports and features. On the final day of the programme, the students were taken to the Times of India 
Printing Press at Nacharam where the process of printing newspapers was shown. It was indeed 
fascinating to get a behind-the-scenes glimpse into the making of newspapers. This concluded the five-
day long training programme.  

 

Wellness Drive 

A Wellness Drive was organized by the Interact Club of Delhi Public School, Hyderabad on 30th March, 
2019. As part of the Women Health and Hygiene project, a group of interactors from class XII conducted 
an interactive session with the female helpers and support staff of Block ‘A’.  

This session was about women’s health and hygiene with special emphasis on menstrual hygiene. 
Interactors talked about good sanitary habits and steps that can help to lead a clean and healthy life. 
They explained about the dangers of infections and complications arising because of unhealthy habits. 
They spoke about the causes as well as the precautionary measures to be taken to maintain hygienic 
and thus a healthy life. Sanitary Napkins were distributed to all attending support staff. These napkins 
have been donated by all the teaching staff of the school. 

The interactors discussed about some simple, practical and cost effective measures like bathing with 
neem soaked water, use of readily available medicinal herbs, Ayurvedic solutions. The students also 
spoke about the need to keep our body hydrated and advised them to drink lots of water to beat the 
summer heat and maintain a healthy body. During the interactive session, in response to different 
queries, tips were given on ways to manage time and have food, water during busy work schedule.  

The support staff thanked the interactors for sharing all these useful information and tips with them.  
They all promised to follow the guidelines provided and lead a better and healthy life. Overall the drive 
was a huge success. 
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English Capacity Building Workshop for Primary School Teachers 
 
A 3-day workshop was organized by the DPS Society for teachers at HRDC Centre, New Delhi from 22nd 
May to 24th May, 2019. The workshop was a comprehensive skill enhancement program aimed at 
creating an effective teaching learning environment for English grammar. The core skills of English 
namely LSRW (Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing) was discussed intensively. From bringing in 
Theatre and Drama to an English classroom to enhancing listening skills through techniques like bottom-
up and top-down were dealt with. Techniques used to enhance writing skills to overcome challenges of 
lack of ideas, lack of motivation, lack of knowledge of sentence structure and format, etc. were 
imparted through the Effective Writing Skill session. The Effective Reading Skill session brought to light 
the challenges faced by the students while reading. The syntactic disparity between English and Indian 
languages was highlighted and techniques to look for semantic cues were discussed. Innovative ways to 
tackle poetry to make it mesmerising for the students was also an integral part of the workshop. 
Overall, it was a fruitful session with a practical based approach towards handling English for Primary 
Students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibitions Events and Achievements 
 

Spectrum Week (Prep) 

Colors are the smiles of nature 

Sometimes all you need is a little splash of colors. Imbibing this thought in mind, the Pre Primary Wing 
of Delhi Public School Hyderabad, celebrated Spectrum week from 1st April to 4th April 2019. Each day, 
a new color was introduced. Students and teachers dressed up in colors as planned on different days 
and took part in various creative activities. The children were shown different objects related to the 
colour through various activities. During the week there were fun filled activities lined up for each 
colour day. 
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The Red color day was celebrated on 1st April and the children had fun making Red tulip using red 
glaze paper as Origami activity. Blue color day was celebrated on 02nd April. Show and tell activity was 
organized for the kids, where each child got a blue colored object and spoke few lines about it. This 
helped them to enhance their oral presentation skills and confidence. 

Yellow color day was observed on 03rd April, where the children brought yellow colored healthy 
snacks. Teachers had a pep talk on the healthy food. 

On 04th April, Green colour day was observed where the little ones coloured trees using vegetable 
printing activity, creating the awareness about Save Tress and Save World.  
The Spectrum Week was enjoyed to the fullest and the children learned about the colors in fun ways. 
 
 
The Hindu Young World painting contest on March 24, 2019 
 
The Hindu Young World painting contest saw 876 students take part in Hyderabad and  
 
The Hindu Young World painting competition 2019 on Sunday received an overwhelming response with 
876 students from 70 schools showing their creative skills on canvas. The event was held at the State 
Gallery of Art, Kavuri Hills, Jubilee Hills.  
 
The topics were announced on the spot. Prof. PritiSamyuktha of J.N. Fine Arts University selected the 
top 10 paintings each from senior and junior category. Sayeda Zara Shittari of DPS, Mahindra Hills, 
bagged the first prize in junior category while Vaishnavi of DPS Mahindra Hills and L. Uday of TSWR 
School, Malkajgiri bagged second and third prize respectively. 
 
Among seniors, Hony Harshitha of Atomic Energy Central School-2 emerged winner. The second and 
third prizes went to ChhaviOjha of Suchitra Academy and P. Praveen Kumar of TSWR School, 
respectively. Prizes were given away to the top 10 in each category by chief guest Lakshmi, director of 
State Gallery of Art, Prof. Samyuktha and Praveen Kumar of Southern Travels.  
The event was powered by Thyrocare and presented by NMDC Limited with PepsiCo as the beverage 
partner. Southern Travels was the travel partner and Chitramayee State Gallery of Art was the venue 
partner. 
 
78 students in the junior category and 8 students in the senior category registered from DPS, 
Hyderabad. 
 
AnoushkaDevineni from class IX F received a consolation prize. 
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Khoj - An Art Exhibition 

DPS, Hyderabad organised it annual art exhibition from 8th April to 12th April,2019. It is a platform that 
showcases the various art works of the students throughout the year. This year the theme was ‘My 
Dream’. Works of the students from Prep to Grade XII were on display for all to witness, enjoy and 
appreciate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With all good wishes for a wonderful vacation… 


